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September’s climate, statewide, was close to average. The
statewide average temperature was only 0.4°F below the
20th century average. It was a bit wetter than normal, with
the state receiving 5.24 inches of rain compared to an
average of 3.78 inches. However, averages do not tell the
whole story. The northern part of the state was cooler and
wetter than normal. The central and western-central was
drier than normal with near normal temperatures. In fact,
Tuscaloosa airport only reported 0.85 inches of rain this
month! The southwestern part was cooler and much wetter
than normal mainly due to hurricane Sally.
Temperature-wise, September can still produce hot
temperatures even though we are not in the “official”
summer months (June, July, August). Both Andalusia-Opp’s
airport and Mobile’s downtown airport reached 99°F on September 4th and 5th, respectively.
On the other side of the temperature spectrum, the USDA station near the TN border in
Madison Co. bottomed out at 39°F.
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Hurricane Sally and Tropical Storm Beta contributed to the bulk of the rainfall that fell across
the state. Hurricane Sally made landfall as a category 2 hurricane in Gulf Shores, AL on
September 16th and was the first hurricane to make landfall in Alabama since Hurricane
Ivan in 2004. Two stations (Foley and Elberta) from the University of South Alabama Mesonet
recorded more than 20 inches of rain during this event! 40 stations broke their monthly total
rainfall record mainly due to Sally. Most notably, a station in Troy, AL broke a record that
stood since 1926. In addition to the individual stations, 3 counties (Barbour, Bullock, & Henry)
had their wettest September on record. More detailed information about Hurricane Sally’s
impacts on Alabama can be found here: https://www.weather.gov/mob/sally. While not as
impressive, remnants of Tropical Storm Beta brought large amounts of rainfall to Northern
Alabama from September 24th to the 25th. Without this rainfall, parts of Northern Alabama
would have been much drier than normal for the month.
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With the end September, a new water year starts (defined from October 1st to September
30th). Water years are used for hydrological purposes in terms of water supply. How did
Alabama fair this water year? Very wet. Alabama had 73.18 inches of precipitation this water
year (17.91 inches above normal), the wettest year on record. The old record was the 1975
water year (71.32 inches).
[Note: with my extra duties as interim Dean of the College of Science and the
unexpected demands arising from COVID-19, these monthly reports will be
considerably delayed for a while. Thank you for your patience. JRC]
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Drought Monitor
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Lawn & Garden Index
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Alabama Monthly Climate Summaries
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New Alab a m a C l i mate Re c o rds
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New Al aba m a C l i mate Re c o(cont.)
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New Alab a m a C l i mate Re c o rds
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Vo lu nteer Precipitation Re po rt s
(CoCoR AH S)
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Vo lu nteer Precipitation Re po rt s
(CoC o RAHS )
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For questions, please contact:
alabama.climate@nsstc.uah.edu
http://nsstc.uah.edu/alclimatereport

